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Online Virtual Machine Evacuation for Disaster
Resilience in Inter-Data Center Networks

Omran Ayoub, Amaro de Sousa, Silvia Mendieta, Francesco Musumeci and Massimo Tornatore

Abstract—With the risk of natural disaster occurrence rising
globally, the interest in innovative disaster resilience techniques is
greatly increasing. In particular, Data Center (DC) operators are
investigating techniques to avoid data-loss and service downtime
in case of disaster occurrence. In cloud DC networks, DCs host
Virtual Machines (VM) that support cloud services. A VM can be
migrated, i.e., transferred, across DCs without service disruption,
using a technique known as “online VM migration”. In this
paper, we investigate how to schedule online VMs migrations
in an alerted disaster scenario (i.e., for those disasters, such as
tsunami and hurricanes, that grant an alert time to DC operators)
where VMs are migrated from a risky DC, i.e., a DC at risk
to be affected by a disaster, to a DC in safe locations, within
a deadline set by the alert time of the incoming disaster. We
propose a multi-objective Integer Linear Programming (ILP)
model and heuristic algorithms for efficient online VMs migration
to maximize number of VMs migrated, minimize service down-
time and minimize network resource occupation. The proposed
approaches perform scheduling, destination DC selection and
assign route and bandwidth to VM migrations. Compared to
baseline approaches, our proposed algorithms eliminate service
downtime in exchange of an acceptable additional network
resource occupation. Results also give insights on how to calculate
the minimum amount of time required to evacuate all VMs with
no service downtime. Moreover, since the proposed approaches
exhibit different execution times, we design an ‘alert-aware VM
evacuation’ tool to intelligently select the most suitable approach
based on the number and size of VMs, alert time and available
network capacity.

Index Terms—Data center networks, Disaster resilience, Vir-
tual machine migration.

I. INTRODUCTION

Several recent weather-based disasters around the world
had very negative impacts on cloud networks, causing Data
Center (DC) shutdown, consequent data-loss and intolerable
downtime of cloud services. For example, in 2012, hurricane
Sandy flooded New York taking down a significant number
of DCs for days, causing permanent damage in users’ data
and temporary service disruption. In 2011, the Great East
Japan Earthquake and Tsunami caused progressive failures to
Sendai data center leaving 30% of its customers unreachable
[1]. The impact of such natural disasters led the International
Telecommunication Union - Telecommunication Standardiza-
tion Sector (ITU-T) to establish investigation groups focusing
on disaster relief systems and new techniques to achieve
resilient information and communication technology during
disasters. With the rising risk of natural disasters [2], cloud
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DC operators, as well as researchers, have put the proactive
disaster-resilient management of cloud networks on top of their
agenda [3]–[5].

Cloud networks are composed of a number of geograph-
ically distributed DCs interconnected by a communication
network. They play an indispensable role in delivering latency-
sensitive and bandwidth-hungry services to end users. These
services run on Virtual Machines (VMs) hosted by DCs, where
a single VM could support a cloud service [6]. As service dis-
ruption is a major concern, DC operators are investigating new
approaches to avoid cloud-service downtime and virtualization
offers an effective platform to avoid downtime. Thanks to
virtualization, it is possible to perform “online” VM migration,
i.e., the service is alive during VM migration. So, in case of
a predictable disaster occurrence, one can live-migrate VMs
from a DC in a risky zone, i.e., a DC located in zone at high
risk to be affected by a disaster, without incurring any service
downtime [7], [8].

In this paper, we investigate how to use inter-DC online VM
migration for disaster resilience. In particular, we focus on the
case of weather-based disasters such as hurricanes, floods, or
tornadoes, where an alert can be issued before the occurrence
of the event. An example of such case is the Great East Japan
Earth- quake and Tsunami, the 9.0 Magnitude earthquake
which hit 130 km into the western Pacific Ocean east of Sendai
City, issuing a 20-minute alert before the resulting tsunami
reached the coastline. During the interval of time granted by
this alert (i.e., before a deadline set by the alert), several
inter-DC online VM migration can be executed from the risky
DCs towards safe DCs, with the objective of maximizing the
number of VMs evacuated and avoiding service downtime. To
maximize the number of VMs migrated within the deadline, a
problem of routing and bandwidth assignment must be solved
jointly with the problem of scheduling the VM migration (i.e.,
deciding the starting and ending time of a VM’s migration).
We refer to this problem as “Alert-based Online VM Migration
for Disaster-Resilience” (Alert-VMmig). In our previous work
[9], we proposed an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) model
to solve this problem. In this paper, we enhance the ILP model
and propose various heuristic approaches to investigate large
instances of the problem. We also develop an ‘alert-aware
VM evacuation’ tool which selects the most suitable heuristic
approach based on the amount of time granted by the alert.
The main contributions of the paper are as follows:
• We formally introduce the Alert-VMmig problem in inter-

DC networks and propose a multi-objective ILP model
to solve it. The ILP jointly decides whether to migrate
a VM or not, the migration strategy (online or offline),
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the routing and bandwidth assignment, destination DC
selection and scheduling of VMs migrations such that
the number of VMs migrated is maximized, the average
service downtime is minimized and the overall network
resource occupation due to VMs migration is minimized.

• We propose various heuristic approaches, namely ‘On-
line RO-min’, ‘Online B-min’ and a baseline approach,
namely, ‘Offline’, to investigate large instances of the
problem. Each of the heuristics exhibits different execu-
tion times with respect to the others. Since the execution
time is also consuming part of the alert time, we develop
an ‘alert-aware VM evacuation’ tool which intelligently
selects the most suitable approach, among the various
heuristics proposed, based on the deadline, number and
characteristics of VMs and capacity of the links.

• We show that, for a given case characterized in number
and characteristics of VMs (e.g., size and rate of which
users access its data), available time until evacuation
deadline and available capacity, there exists thresholds
on minimum amount of time required to 1) evacuate all
VMs, i.e., no data is lost and 2) evacuate all VMs online,
i.e., no data is lost and service downtime is eliminated.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec. II
provides background knowledge on VM migration. Sec. III
formally states the problem and presents the proposed ILP
formulation. Sec. IV presents heuristic approaches. Sec. V
presents the alert-aware VM evacuation tool. Sec. VI discusses
numerical results. Sec. VII draws the main conclusions.

II. BACKGROUND ON VM MIGRATION

VM migration requires transferring all VM data, i.e., disk,
memory and processors states, from a source server, i.e., the
server in which the VM is currently hosted and running, to a
destination server, i.e., the server which will host the VM after
the migration is completed [10]. To perform VM migration, an
amount of bandwidth must also be allocated along a path from
the source to the destination server. The bandwidth assigned to
perform the migration is referred to by migration bandwidth
(Bmig) while the amount of time it takes to complete the
migration is referred to as migration duration (Tmig).

Two classes of VM migration exist: 1) Offline Migration and
2) Online Migration. The offline VM migration [10] consists
in halting the VM at its source server, transferring all its data
(referred as VM size), and then re-activating it at destination
server once migration is completed. Fig. 1(a) shows a scheme
of an offline VM migration. The VM cannot be accessed while
the offline VM migration process is taking place, and therefore
the service it runs becomes unavailable to users, resulting in
a service interruption or, in other words, service downtime,
which roughly coincides with the migration duration of an
offline migration [10]. For instance, given a VM with size
V = 10 Gbit to be transferred with a migration bandwidth
(Bmig) = 1000 Mbit/s, the migration duration is (Tmig) =
V/(Bmig) = 10 seconds and, hence, the service downtime
is Tdown = 10 seconds. For some services, this 10-seconds
service downtime is intolerable, which is a main shortcoming
of offline migration.

(a) Offline VM migration (b) Online VM migration

Fig. 1: A schematic representation of (a) offline and (b) online VM migration.

To shorten service downtime, Online VM migration, or live
VM migration, has been proposed [7]. Online VM migration
consists in transferring the VM while it is still running and
being accessed by users [11]. During migration, the VM
memory is “dirtied” (i.e., modified) due to users activity,
and therefore additional information (the dirtied data) needs
to be transferred in an iterative process, making use of a
mechanism known as pre-copy [10], to make sure the VM
at the destination server is synchronized with the VM at the
source server. Hence, the migration duration not only depends
on VM size and migration bandwidth such as in the offline VM
migration, but also on the rate at which the VM memory gets
dirtied. The parameter capturing this rate is called memory
dirtying rate. The dirtying rate (Dr) might vary based on the
type of VM, its hosted application, as well as the number of
served users and their activity1. Figure 1(b) shows how online
migration works. The first iteration is used to transfer the
original VM memory to the destination, while the following
iterations are used to transfer the “dirtied” memory, i.e., the
memory blocks that were modified by user. The duration of
each iteration depends on the amount of memory dirtied during
the previous iteration and the migration bandwidth assigned.
An inter-iteration delay τ is also shown in Fig. 1(b), which
is due to end-to-end network delay, processing delay at either
end, or a combination of both. The iterative copy phase stops
when a specific stop condition is met. The stop condition could
be a predefined number of iterations or a predefined amount
of dirtied memory left to be transferred. In the final iteration,
the VM is stopped at its source, remaining dirtied memory is
copied, and then the VM is reactivated at the destination server.
Consequently, downtime coincides only with the amount of
time required to transfer the remaining dirtied data in the
last iteration and to activate the VM at destination server
and is therefore significantly reduced to an order of hundred
milliseconds.

Due to the dirtying rate, a non-linear relationship between
Bmig , the bandwidth assigned to migrate a VM, and Tmig , the
migration duration, arises. This relationship is represented in
the function-points curves shown in Fig. 2. The three curves
in Fig. 2 correspond to the migration of a VM with size
10 Gbit and for different dirtying rate values, i.e., Dr = 0
(offline migration), Dr = 50 Mbit/s and Dr = 100 Mbit/s2.
We used the model in [12] to obtain these curves, which

1Dr is usually expressed in number of dirtied pages per second (pages/sec)
but here we refer to Dr in bit/s.

2Note that the VM migration process cannot converge in case the bandwidth
assigned is less than the dirtying rate, which represents a lower bound on
migration bandwidth.
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Fig. 2: Function points curves for a VM of size 10 Gbit and different dirtying
rates: Dr = 0 (offline), Dr = 50 Mbit/s and Dr = 100 Mbit/s.
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Fig. 3: Example of the impact of evacuation deadline on the set of possible
bandwidth values to perform online migration of a VM of size 10 Gbit.

will be indicated as function-points curves (see Ref. [13]
for a detailed explanation). On one hand, we note that, as
bandwidth increases, the advantage of online migration in
terms of total migration duration is reduced. On the other
hand, reducing the migration bandwidth produces a drastic
increase in the total migration duration, due to hardly meeting
the stopping condition, e.g., longer time to reach an amount
of dirtied memory left to be transferred below predefined
threshold. Moreover, it is worth noting that the overall amount
of data transferred in online VM migration, i.e., the product
of migration bandwidth assigned and migration duration (in
other words, the amount of network resources reserved for
VM migration) significantly increases when assigning low
bandwidth values for migration. For all these reasons, the
assignment of bandwidth for online VM migration is not
trivial. Moreover, note that, in a scenario where migration must
end before a given deadline (in our case, the alert time), the
assignment of migration bandwidth becomes more decisive.

Let us focus on the impact of the evacuation deadline on
the function-points curve of a VM. Consider the example in
Fig. 3, where a VM of size 10 Gbit is migrated subject to a
dirtying rate of 50 Mbit/s. Here, the deadline imposes a lower
bound on the bandwidth value chosen to perform the migration
process. For example, for a deadline of 300 seconds, all values
of migration bandwidth Bmig larger than or equal to 82 Mbit/s
are possible, but, if deadline becomes even stricter, e.g., 100
seconds, then a smaller set of bandwidth values (compared
to the case with a deadline of 300 seconds) can be assigned
for migration, namely only bandwidth values larger than or
equal to 158 Mbit/s. The deadline imposes strict constraints
on the VMs migration process, especially when multiple VMs
are involved, as the VMs share the available bandwidth, and
therefore route and bandwidth assignments as well as the
scheduling of different VMs become highly interdependent.

Due to 1) the lower bound imposed by the deadline on

bandwidth values for VM migration and migration duration, 2)
the limited amount of network capacity and of time available
to migrate all VMs, 3) the dependency between bandwidth,
routing and scheduling assignments of multiple VM migra-
tions and 4) the non-linear relationship between Tmig and
Bmig , efficient routing, bandwidth and scheduling assignments
to VMs’ migrations are needed, and are indeed decisive, to i)
maximize number of VMs migrated (evacuated), ii) reduce
downtime and iii) minimize network resource occupation3 in
presence of an alert of a disaster.

Several reactive data evacuation techniques for disaster
resilience have been investigated. Refs. [14], [15] proposed
to maximize data evacuated from DC located in a disaster
zone to DCs in safe locations considering an evacuation
deadline (i.e., time of occurrence of the disaster). Ref. [16]
formulated an optimization problem to maximize the profit
from emergency data backup in inter-DC networks considering
a progressive disasters scenario. Moreover, Ref. [17] proposed
disaster-aware algorithms to perform rapid data evacuation
while minimizing the backup window, i.e., the amount of time
required to evacuate all data. Note that, in these works, the
amount of data to evacuate is known a priori (it is a given
to the problem), while in our work, the total amount of data
to evacuate is not known a priori, as it actually depends on
the function-point (migration bandwidth and the respective
migration duration) assigned to migrate each VM, which is
a decision variable of the problem. From a methodological
point of view, the fact that amount of data to evacuate is not
known requires a drastic variation with respect to previously-
proposed deadline-driven data evacuation techniques [15] and
to existing maximum data flow algorithms [18]. Note that
selecting the function point which minimizes the product
of migration bandwidth and migration duration for one VM
migration does not necessarily imply maximizing the number
of VMs migrated, as the scheduling might result infeasible.

Other studies have proposed efficient routing and bandwidth
assignment solutions for online VM migration with the aim
of improving the network utilization [12], minimizing VM
migration duration [19], energy efficiency [20] or minimizing
the overall network resources [13]. Refs. [21], [22] proposed a
method for live migration of VMs assuming quality-of-service
constraints and Ref. [23] presented a theoretical analysis to
estimate the bandwidth required to satisfy given constraints
on the total migration time and the downtime of a single VM
migration. Ref. [24] proposed efficient migration strategies for
multiple VMs to minimize migration duration. Moreover, Refs.
[25] and [26] proposed VM scheduling algorithms however
not taking the routing and bandwidth assignment aspect into
consideration. With respect to all these works, our problem has
significant differences as we consider an evacuation deadline,
which constrains the bandwidth assignment and the scheduling
of VMs migration. Moreover, in our work, the migration
process (involving the routing and bandwidth assignment and
scheduling) needs to be optimized to maximize number of

3The amount of network resources occupied by a VM migration is the
product of Tmig with Bmig and with the number of links of the migration
routing path.
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Fig. 4: USA24 network topology. DC nodes are highlighted.

VMs migrated within a given amount of time, an aspect that
was not investigated previously.

III. MATHEMATICAL MODELING

A. Problem Statement

The Alert-VMmig problem is stated as follows. Given a
physical wide area network topology (as in Fig. 4), a DC
affected by a disaster, a set of candidate safe destination DCs
(i.e., DCs not affected by the disaster), a set of VMs running at
the affected DC (with their sizes and function-points curves)
and an alert time (i.e., the evacuation deadline), we decide
i) the VMs to migrate4, ii) the routing path and migration
bandwidth for each VM migration, iii) the scheduling (i.e.,
the migration starting time) and migration ending time5 of
each VM migration with the objective of, in decreasing order
of priority, 1) maximizing number of migrated VMs6, 2) mini-
mizing sum of service downtime of all VMs (i.e., maximizing
online VM migration) and 3) minimizing overall network
resource occupation (RO). The RO of a VM migration is given
by the product of migration duration, migration bandwidth
and number of links of its routing path from source DC to
destination DC. We consider that the same entity manages the
network resources and the DC (i.e., storage and computing)
resources, and therefore we assume the existence of an or-
chestrator capable of solving the Alert VMmig problem7. Note
that the proposed Alert-VMmig model is flexible and can be
to be extended to account for the case in which transport and
DC resources are managed separately. In this case, the DC
operator can still rely on a pre-allocated amount of transport
resources for VM migration, even without a full knowledge
of the physical transport network.

B. ILP Formulation

This section presents the proposed Integer Linear Program-
ming (ILP) formulation to address the Alert-VMmig problem.

Sets:
• The network is represented by a set of nodes N and a

set of links E.
4A VM might not be migrated from the affected DC.
5Note that the ending time of a VM migration is determined when deciding

the migration starting time and assigning the migration bandwidth, which
determines the migration duration.

6We consider that all VMs have the same priority and therefore we focus
on the objective of maximizing the total number of VMs migrated. We note
that our proposed solutions can easily adapt to the case in which VMs are
characterized by different priorities as discussed later.

7Technologies for orchestration in inter-DC wide area network jointly
managing transport and computing resources are available [27], [28]).

• Set V represents the set of VMs hosted at the DC in risk.
• Set R ⊂ N represents the set of safe DC nodes.
• Set Pr is set of paths from the DC in risk to each safe DC

node r ∈ R. Each routing path p ∈ Pr is characterized
by its set of links Ep with a number of links |Ep|.

• P =
⋃
r∈R Pr is the set of all paths and Pe is the set of

paths that include link e ∈ E (we exclude from set E the
links that are not included in any path p ∈ P ).

• Ivp is the set of function-points for each path p ∈ P .
• Time is defined as a set T of discrete time slots, each one

with a fixed duration of 1 second.

Parameters:
• ce represents the capacity (in bits/second) of link e ∈ E.
• Sr and Qr represent the storage capacity and the comput-

ing capacity of each safe DC node r ∈ R, respectively.
• Sv and Qv represent the size and the computational

requirements of of VM v ∈ V in the DC in risk,
respectively.

• Function-point i ∈ Ivp of VM v ∈ V is characterized
by 3 parameters associated with the online mode and 3
parameters associated with the offline mode: the online
bandwidth bip,onv , the online migration time dip,onv , the
online downtime ψip,onv (in online, ψip,onv = 0), the of-
fline bandwidth bip,offv , the offline migration time dip,offv

(in offline, dip,offv = Sv

bip,off
v

) and the offline downtime
ψip,offv (in offline, ψip,offv = dip,offv ).

• t ∈ T represents the ending instant of the tth time slot
and the ending time of the last slot is the alert time A.

Decision Variables:
xiptv binary variable which is equal to 1 if VM v ∈ V

is migrated online through path p with function point
i ∈ Ivp (i.e., it is migrated with bandwidth bip,onv resulting
in a migration time dip,onv and downtime ψip,onv ) and
ending its migration in time instant t (it means that
it starts being migrated at the beginning of time slot
t−dip,onv +1). Note that the ending time t associated with
variable xiptv cannot be shorter than the migration time
dip,onv . For mathematical clarity, all variables are used in
the formulation proposed next but the variables xiptv such
that t < dip,onv are set to zero in the implementation.

yiptv binary variable which is equal to 1 if VM v ∈ V is mi-
grated offline through path p with function point i ∈ Ivp
(i.e., it is migrated with bandwidth bip,offv resulting in a
migration time dip,offv and downtime ψip,offv ) and ending
its migration in time instant t (it means that it starts being
migrated at the beginning of time slot t − dip,offv + 1).
Again, the ending time t associated with variable yiptv
cannot be shorter than the migration time dip,offv and,
for clarity, all variables are used in the formulation but
the variables yiptv such that t < dip,offv are set to zero in
the implementation.

Objectives:

maximize
∑
v∈V

∑
p∈P

∑
i∈Ivp

∑
t∈T

(
xiptv + yiptv

)
(1)
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minimize
∑
v∈V

∑
p∈P

∑
i∈Ivp

∑
t∈T

(
ψip,onv xiptv + ψip,offv yiptv

)
(2)

minimize
∑
v∈V

∑
p∈P

∑
i∈Ivp

∑
t∈T

(
bip,onv dip,onv |Ep|xiptv

+ bip,offv dip,offv |Ep|yiptv
)

(3)

Objective (1) is the maximization of the number of migrated
VMs8, Objective (2) is the minimization of the total service
downtime and Objective (3) is the minimization of the network
resource occupation (RO).

Subject to: ∑
p∈P

∑
i∈Ivp

∑
t∈T

(
xiptv + yiptv

)
≤ 1, v ∈ V

(4)

∑
v∈V

∑
p∈Pe

∑
i∈Ivp

(min(A,t+dip,onv −1)∑
τ=t

(bip,onv xipτv )

+

min(A,t+dip,off
v −1)∑

τ=t

(bip,offv yipτv )

)
≤ ce,

e ∈ E, t ∈ T (5)∑
v∈V

∑
p∈Pr

∑
i∈Ivp

∑
t∈T

(
Sv(x

ipt
v + yiptv )

)
≤ Sr, r ∈ R

(6)∑
v∈V

∑
p∈Pr

∑
i∈Ivp

∑
t∈T

(
Qv(x

ipt
v + yiptv )

)
≤ Qr, r ∈ R

(7)

Constraints (4) guarantee that each VM v ∈ V can by
migrated at most once on one routing path p ∈ P , using a
function-point i ∈ Ivp and ending on one single time instant
t ∈ T . Constraints (5) guarantee that at each link e ∈ E and
each time slot t ∈ T , the total bandwidth of the VMs being
migrated on a routing path using link e (i.e., paths p ∈ Pe)
is not higher than the link capacity. Constraints (6) guarantee
that the total storage size of the VMs migrated to each safe
DC r ∈ R is not higher than the available DC storage capacity.
Similarly, constraints (7) guarantee that the total computational
needs of the VMs migrated to each safe DC r ∈ R is not
higher than the available DC computational capacity.

To solve the Alert-VMmig problem, we start by optimizing
Obj. (1). Then, Obj. (2) is optimized only when the optimal
solution value of Obj. (1) is |V |, i.e., all VMs can be migrated.
To optimize Obj. (2), we replace constraints (4) by∑

p∈P

∑
i∈Ivp

∑
t∈T

(
xiptv + yiptv

)
= 1, v ∈ V (8)

8In case VMs are of different priorities, a parameter for each VM indicating
its priority can be added. Consequently, the objective function is modified such
as to maximize sum of priorities of all VMs evacuated instead of their number.

Tab. I: Overview of the three heuristic approaches.

Obj. 1: Maximize
#VMs migrated

Obj. 2: Minimize
Downtime

Obj. 3:
Minimize RO Scheduling

Online RO-min X X X X
Online B-min X X X X

Offline X X X X

to guarantee that all VMs are migrated while minimizing the
total service downtime. Then, Obj. (3) is optimized only when
the optimal solution value of Obj. (2) is 0, i.e., all VMs can be
migrated online (in the computational results, we consider that
the downtime of online migrations is negligible and, so, we
have set ψip,onv = 0 in all cases). To optimize Obj. (3), besides
using constraints (8) instead of constraints (4), we eliminate
variables yiptv from the model as they are not needed (i.e., all
VMs can be migrated online) reducing in this way the total
number of variables to half.

IV. HEURISTIC APPROACHES

To address the scalability limitation, in terms of run-time, of
the ILP approach described Sec. III, we propose two heuristic
approaches, namely, Online Minimum Resource Occupation
(Online RO-min) and Online Minimum Bandwidth (Online
B-min). In addition, we develop an Offline VM Migration
approach referred to as Offline9. Before describing the ap-
proaches in detail, we give a general overview of them in
Tab. I.

Online RO-min (described in detail in Sec. IV-A) performs
online migration and focuses on the three objectives of the
problem, i.e., on maximizing the number of VMs migrated,
minimizing VMs’ downtime and minimizing network RO. To
efficiently minimize network RO, Online RO-min searches for
the function-point that leads to minimum resource occupation
and performs scheduling and, therefore, as we will discuss
more in Sec. VI, it requires higher computational time with
respect to Online B-min and Offline. The Online B-min strategy
(described in detail in Sec. IV-B) serves as a benchmark
strategy and it performs online migration focusing on the first
two objectives only, i.e., on maximizing the number of VMs
migrated and minimizing downtime. Online B-min assigns the
minimum possible bandwidth value, considering evacuation
deadline, for the online migration of a VM. Therefore, as the
migration process can be executed until evacuation deadline,
Online B-min does not perform any scheduling, which trans-
lates into an advantage in terms of computational time. In the
Offline migration benchmark strategy, all VMs are migrated in
an offline manner. Offline assigns high bandwidth values for
the migration process such as to minimize migration duration
of each VM and therefore minimize the service downtime.
Note that for Offline, the amount of data transferred per VM
equals the size of the VM and, given that the bandwidth
assignment is already set such as to minimize downtime,
minimizing overall RO translates into migrating VMs along
shortest paths between DC in danger zone and DCs in safe
locations.

9Note that Offline is, like other approaches, a proactive approach and
‘offline’ refers to the migration of VMs and not the methodology.
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A. Online RO-min Algorithm
Figure 5 shows the flow chart of Online RO-min algorithm.

First, K shortest paths between DC in danger zone and DCs
in safe locations are inserted in list I and sorted in increasing
order of number of hops. Then, VMs are sorted in decreasing
order of i) size and ii) dirtying rate10. Then, the points of the
function-points curve for each VM having a Tmig less than
evacuation deadline are sorted in list Pv in increasing order
of the product of Bmig and Tmig , i.e., in increasing order of
the amount of network resource occupation required per link
to perform online migration of VM v. Then, for each VM
v, we iterate over the list of function points, Pv , and list of
shortest path, I , to check if a path capable of accommodating
the online migration of VM v is available and if destination DC
can host VM v. If possible, resources are reserved for VM v
and next VM is considered. Note that scheduling is performed
such that the migration of a VM is set to start at earliest time
possible. If no path can accommodate an online migration
of VM v, either to lack of bandwidth or time, the VM is
migrated offline assigning the path and bandwidth that provide
minimum downtime11. If no path can accommodate the offline
migration of VM v, the last VM that was set to be migrated
online is set to be migrated offline, releasing network resources
and making room (bandwidth and time) to migrate VM v
offline. In case all previously considered VMs are already set
for offline migration and no network resources are available
to accommodate the VM under consideration, Online RO-min
initiates an offline migration procedure to maximize number of
VMs migrated offline. Finally, the approach terminates when
iterating over all VMs.

Time complexity: Online RO-min first uses Dijsktra algo-
rithm to find the K shortest paths between DC in risk and the
safe DCs, resulting in a complexity of O(NlogN) in a network
of N nodes. Online RO-min algorithm further iterates over all
VMs V , number of paths available between DC in risk and
safe DCs P , starting instant of time to migrate VM T , and
over all function-points F to perform VM migration, resulting
in a complexity of O(V · P · T · F ). The time complexity of
Online RO-min is therefore in the order of O(V · P · T · F ).

B. Online B-min
Online B-min performs similarly to Online RO-min, how-

ever, instead of searching for the function-point which mini-
mizes RO, it simply assigns the minimum bandwidth possible
for the online migration process of a VM. Doing so, Online
B-min makes use of all available time (from the moment
the migration process starts until the evacuation deadline)
to migrate a VM and therefore scheduling is not taken into
consideration, which reduces complexity and allows to sig-
nificantly reduce execution time. As shown in Tab. I, Online

10For the case in which VMs are characterized by priorities (i.e., a priority
parameter), the sorting can be changed imposing a decreasing order of the ratio
of priority and amount of network resources required for migration. Following
this order, the heuristic approaches migrate VMs while maximizing the sum
of priorities of VMs migrated.

11To save on execution time, we set a flag that checks whether online
migration is feasible for subsequent VMs and, when not possible, VMs are
directly considered for offline migration instead of being checked for online
migration first.
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Fig. 5: Flowchart of the Online RO-min heuristic approach.

B-min does not aim to reduce network RO but only focuses
on the first two objectives. As we will see later, this allows to
save on execution time and therefore provide more time for
the evacuation process.

V. ALERT-AWARE VM EVACUATION TOOL

The execution time of each heuristic approach needs to be
considered as a part within the time interval since receiving the
disaster alert and the evacuation deadline, as depicted in Fig.
6. Hence, it is decisive, in an alert-based disaster scenario and
for a given case study, to consider the approach which mostly
optimizes the objectives discussed in Sec. III. Note that a case
study is defined by the number of VMs, their sizes and dirtying
rate, the location of DC in risk in the network, the number of
outgoing links from DC and their capacity, location of safe
DCs and a predefined alert time.

Evacuation Deadline

Execution time
of algorithm

Start of VM evacuation

Time available for VM 
evacuation process

Alert received

Fig. 6: Schematic representation highlighting the effect of the execution time
on the start of the migration process.

For this aim, we develop an Alert-Aware VM evacuation
tool which makes use of a pre-collected database of execution
times of the heuristic approaches in various problem instances
simulated before the time of the disaster12 and calculates the
ideal amount of data required to perform the migration of all
VMs for each approach (referred to by G and is explained

12The larger is the database, i.e., the more problem instances are simulated
before occurrence of disaster, the more accurate is the estimation of execution
times and therefore the selection of most convenient heuristic approach.
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Tab. II: An example of the comparison performed by Alert-aware VM
evacuation tool considering 1000 VMs each of Sv = 10 Gbit and dirtying
rate of 100 Mbit/s to evacuate from a DC with l = 3 outgoing links each of
capacity C = 100 Gbit/s and a deadline of 50 seconds.

Approach Exec’ (sec) D’ (sec) G (Gbit) MaxData (Gbit)
[Eqn. 11]

Offline 6 44 [Eqn. 8] 10000 13200
Online B-min 10 40 [Eqn. 9] 20000 12000

Online RO-min 15 35 [Eqn. 10] 12000 10500

mathematically later) and then compares it to the maximum
possible amount of data that can be evacuated within the
deadline (MaxData). Based on comparing the G value of
each of the approaches with MaxData, the alert-aware VM
evacuation tool decides which approach to use. The ideal
amount of data required to perform the migration of all VMs is
defined differently for each the approaches. For Offline, GOff
is defined as the sum of the sizes of all VMs

GOff =
∑
v

Sv, (9)

where Sv is the size of VM v. For Online B-min, GBmin
depends on the evacuation deadline as Online B-min assigns
the minimum bandwidth value possible for a VM (Bmin,v)
and therefore it can be calculated as follows:

GBmin =
∑
v

Bmin,v · Tminmig,v, (10)

where Tminmig,v is the migration duration for Bmin,v . For Online
RO-min, GROmin is calculated as follows:

GROmin =
∑
v

BRO,v · TROmig,v, (11)

where BRO,v and TROmig,v correspond to the function point
which provides the lowest provide of Bmig,v and Tmig,v such
that Tmig,v is lower than evacuation deadline. Finally, we
calculate MaxData as follows:

MaxData = l · C ·D, (12)

where l is the number of outgoing links from DC in danger
zone, C is link’s capacity and D is evacuation deadline.

An example of the comparison that can be established is
shown in Tab. II. First, we see that each of the approaches
require a different execution time and, therefore, have a unique
new deadline (denoted by D’). Consequently, each of the
approaches have a different value of MaxData. Comparing G
and MaxData for each of the approaches provides intuition
on which approach to use. For instance, the example shows
that online VM migration approaches require more capacity
to evacuate all VMs online (G is greater than MaxData)
while Offline seems more feasible as Goffline is lower than
MaxData.

Fig. 7 shows how the Alert-Aware VM evacuation tool
works. For each heuristic approach, Alert-Aware estimates the
minimum execution time Exec considering the number of
VMs referring to the data base of execution times. Then, it
calculates the new deadline D′ and estimates the minimum
execution time corresponding to deadline D′, Exec′. If Exec′

is less than D - D′, meaning that the amount of time reserved
for execution is less than that deducted from the actual
deadline, Alert-Aware calculates the required amount of data

Start 

YES NO

Calculate Gi and 
compare with MaxDatai

i ++

i > 3? YES

Calculate new actual deadline D’ = D – Exec

Estimate, using data base, min. execution time (Exec) for 
approach i for the given scenario

End

NO

Compare outcome of all approaches 
and output most convenient approach

Estimate, using data base, new execution time 
Exec’ corresponding to deadline D’

Exec++

Initialize i=1, i = {1 = Offline, 2 = Online B-min, 3 = Online RO-min}

Input: Number of VMs, their sizes and dirtying rates, evacuation 
deadline D, number of outgoing links, links’ capacity

Exec’ < D – D’

Fig. 7: Flowchart of the alert-aware VM evacuation tool.

for approach i to perform all VM migration, Gi, and compares
it with MaxDatai. After iterating over all approaches, Alert-
Aware gives as an output the approach of which G is less
than MaxDatai. If more than one approach satisfies this
inequality, Alert-Aware gives priority to 1) Online RO-min,
2) Online B-min and 3) Offline. If Exec′ is equal or higher
than D - D′, Exec is incremented and then D′ and Exec′ are
re-calculated until Exec′ lower than D - D′ is found.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We evaluate the performance of the ILP and heuristic
approaches in terms of the following metrics:
• Total number of VMs migrated (both online and offline).
• Overall downtime (seconds). The overall downtime of all

VMs migrated. A downtime of zero seconds implies that
all VMs are migrated online.

• Average network RO per VM migration (ROavg), defined
as the average amount of network resources used to
migrate a VM and calculated as the product of Tmig ,
Bmig and number of hops traversed to reach dest. DC.

• Algorithm execution time. Amount of time taken to
provide a solution.

The topology considered in this study is the USA-24 net-
work shown in Fig. 4, constituted by |N| = 24 nodes and |E|
= 43 bidirectional links, each with 100 Gbit/s capacity13. We
consider 5 DC locations, of which one is affected by a weather-
based disaster and 4 serve as candidate DC locations14 for
VMs (highlighted in Fig. 4).

A. Validation of Heuristic Approaches

We validate the heuristic approaches comparing their perfor-
mance to that of the ILP model in four case studies. Due to the

13We assume this capacity is reserved for the migration process.
14Note that we consider that each candidate DC location can host as many

VMs as can be migrated to it.
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Fig. 8: Number of VMs evacuated for increasing evacuation deadline (alert) for the ILP model and heuristic approaches.

complexity of the problem and the computational limitations
of the ILP model, we consider in each case study only 100
VMs and an evacuation deadline ranging between 3 and 20
seconds. Note that, in each case study, we consider func-
tion points that permit VM evacuation within the evacuation
deadline. 10 combinations of VM size and dirtying rate are
considered in each of the case studies, as follows:

• case 1: VMs size = {10, 12, 14, 16, 18} Gbit. Dirtying
rate = {200, 500} Mbit/s.

• case 2: VMs size = {14, 15, 16, 17, 18} Gbit. Dirtying
rate = {200, 500} Mbit/s.

• case 3: VMs size = {20, 22, 24, 26, 28} Gbit. Dirtying
rate = {200, 500} Mbit/s.

• case 4: VMs size = {32, 34, 36, 38, 40} Gbit. Dirtying
rate = {200, 500} Mbit/s.

These small case studies (realistic numbers of VMs in a
DC are in the order of thousands) are for heuristic-validation
purposes. In these cases, we neglect the impact of the ex-
ecution time on the deadline, as the aim is to compare
solutions obtained by the heuristic approaches to optimal
solution obtained by ILP. Following sections discuss larger
problem instances.

Objective 1: Number of migrated VMs Figure 1 shows
the number of VMs migrated with respect to the alert time for
the 4 different case studies described above. First, as expected,
in all case studies, the number of VMs migrated increases with
larger alert time until a specific value of alert time (depending
on the case study) where all VMs are migrated. For example,
for case study 1, all VMs are migrated assuming an alert
time of 5 seconds while, for case study 4, all VMs can be
only migrated at an alert time of 9 seconds or higher. This
shows that, given a case study in terms of number of VMs,
their size and network capacity, there exist a threshold on the
minimum amount of time required to perform migration for
all VMs from a DC affected by a disaster. Comparing the
performance of the heuristic approaches to that of the ILP
model, results show that in most cases heuristics’ and ILP’s
performances coincide, while in very few cases one or two
VMs less are migrated by the heuristic approach, yielding a
maximum optimality gap of 2%.

Objective 2: Average Downtime Figure 9 plots the average
downtime as a function of the alert time for all the approaches.
Note that, in each case study, we show results with minimum
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Fig. 9: The overall downtime (seconds) with respect to value of evacuation
deadline for the ILP model and heuristic approaches.

value of the alert time which enables the migration of all the
100 VMs. In other words, the values of the second objective
(minimizing downtime) are shown for alert time values when
the first objective (migrating all VMs) is fully optimized. In
all case studies, and for all online strategies, the average
downtime starts off at a relatively high value, between 70
and 95 seconds, meaning that most of the VMs are migrated
offline, and then decreases until it reaches 0 seconds, which
means that all VMs are migrated online, at a specific value
of alert time, showing that there exist a threshold on the
minimum amount of time required to perform online migration
for all VMs in a given case study. The threshold differs from
one case study to another depending on the number of VMs,
their size, dirtying rate and network capacity. Comparing the
performance of Online RO-min and Online B-min to that of
the ILP, we see that Online RO-min and Online B-min, in some
cases, e.g., for an alert time of 6 and 8 seconds for case study
1 and an alert time of 7 and 10 for case study 4, shows higher
average downtime up to 1 second more with respect to that
of the ILP (less than 10% of optimality gap). This difference
decreases as the alert time increases until it reaches 0% for,
e.g., alert time higher than 10 seconds in case study 1 and
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Fig. 10: Average network resources occupation per VM migration in
function of alert time for the ILP model and heuristic approaches.

higher than 16 seconds in case study 4. For Offline, overall
downtime does not decrease since all VMs are migrated offline
Offline assigns always the highest bandwidth values to reduce
migration duration.

Objective 3: Network Resource Occupation Figure 10
plots the average network RO per VM migration with respect
to alert time for the four approaches15. Results show that, in
all cases, Online RO-min approaches the optimal (ILP-based)
solution, as ROavg decreases for higher values of alert time.
This is because for higher values of deadline, more function-
points become available, i.e., their migration duration is lower
than evacuation deadline, and therefore both approaches utilize
function-points which result in lower network RO. On the
contrary, Online B-min utilizes more network RO for higher
values of deadline. This is because Online B-min considers
function-points with minimum bandwidth values possible, i.e.,
function-points with migration duration slightly lower than
the evacuation deadline, which does not necessarily minimize
network RO. In fact, Online B-min is not designed to minimize
network RO (see Tab. I) but to maximize the overall number
of VMs migrated and minimize downtime.

We now compare ROavg of the ILP model and of Offline
to quantify the trade-off between downtime and network RO
(y-axis in each of the graphs in Fig. 10 is truncated for better
graphical representation). Results show that the extra amount
of resources required to perform online migration ranges, for

15Note that also in this case we show results for values for which all the
VMs are migrated online.

the cases considered, from 57% (case 4) to 100% (case 1). The
percentage of additional network resources varies depending
on VMs sizes and their dirtying rates. Specifically, when the
dirtying rate is high as in case 1 (dirtying rate is 25% of
VM size on average), the additional percentage of network
resources required is high. In the cases in which dirtying rate
makes less percent of VM size as in cases 3 and 4 (around 13%
and 9%, respectively), percent of additional network resources
to perform online migration decreases to 73% and 57%,
respectively. This gives an intuitive idea, in a disaster-resilient
scenario, of the additional amount of resources required to
perform online VM migration and eliminate service downtime.

Execution Time: In terms of execution time, the ILP
model takes up to 900 seconds16, in some cases, to provide
a solution, whereas the heuristic approaches, for the above
considered case studies, have an execution time of around
1 second. Note that for larger instances of the problem, the
heuristic approaches require much larger execution time (e.g.,
in the order of tens of seconds). Specifically, Online RO-
min approach consumes more alert time to provide a solution
than Online B-min and Offline where Offline has the lowest
execution time. A more detailed analysis of the execution time
will be discussed in the following sections.

B. Larger Problem Instances

We now compare the performance of the three heuristic
approaches over a larger problem instance, i.e., considering
2000 VMs each of size 10 Gbits and dirtying rate of 200
Mbps for an alert time ranging between 10 and 150 seconds
with a step of 10 seconds. We consider the network topology
reported in Fig. 4 and perform, for each value of evacuation
deadline, 5 simulations considering in each a different DC in
danger zone and report averaged results. We assume that each
candidate destination DC can host up to 500 VMs.

Figure 11(a) plots the total number of VMs migrated with
respect to deadline for all the three heuristic approaches.
First, we note that all approaches provide the same number
of migrated VMs regardless of the alert time. Specifically,
for a relatively short alert, e.g., 10 seconds, only 300 VMs
are migrated. The number of VMs migrated then increases
as the evacuation deadline is longer until all 2000 VMs are
migrated at a deadline of 70 seconds. This confirms that for
a given number of VMs, their sizes and dirtying rates as
well as the number of outgoing links and their capacity, there
exist a minimum threshold on the amount of time needed
to migrate all VMs. In Fig. 11(b) we focus on the total
number of VMs migrated online with respect to deadline
for the online approaches, Online B-min and Online RO-
min. First, we note that for evacuation deadlines up to 60
seconds, none of the VMs were specifically migrated online.
Indeed, for such values of evacuation deadline, not all the
VMs were guaranteed migration (as shown in Fig. 11(a))
and therefore both approaches perform offline migration such

16The fact that for small problem instances the execution time of the ILP
is in the order of minutes suggests that in a practical scenario, with tens of
thousands of VMs to be migrated, the ILP cannot be applied, as the complexity
of the problem does not allow it
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Fig. 11: The number of VMs evacuated (a) and (b) number of VMs evacuated
online with respect to evacuation deadline for the heuristic approaches.

as to completely fulfill the first objective, i.e., maximizing
the number of VMs migrated. For an evacuation deadline of
70 seconds, after guaranteeing migration (evacuation) of all
VMs, both approaches migrate some of the VMs online. In
particular, Online RO-min migrates more VMs online (a total
of 585) than Online B-min which migrates 331. Similarly, for
an evacuation deadline of 80 seconds, Online RO-min manages
to migrate 1596 VMs online while Online B-min migrates
1444 VMs online. This is because Online RO-min, when
performing online migration, assigns bandwidth values which
minimize the overall resource occupation thus leaving capacity
to migrate more VMs online than Online B-min. Finally, for
an evacuation deadline of 90 seconds, both strategies migrate
all 2000 VMs online thus achieving minimum downtime.
This shows that there exist a threshold, given number, size
and dirtying rate of VMs and number of outgoing links and
their capacity, on the minimum amount of time needed to
completely perform online migration and achieve minimum
service downtime.

The impact of migrating VMs online on service downtime
is shown in Fig. 12(a) that plots the overall downtime with
respect to evacuation deadline. Results show that, for values
of evacuation deadline of 70 and 80 seconds, Online RO-
min achieves lower service downtime than Online B-min and
then, for 90 seconds evacuation deadline, both approaches
can achieve 0 second service downtime. Finally, we plot in
Fig. 12(b) the average resource occupation per VM with
respect to the evacuation deadline for the three approaches.
Note that for Offline the average RO remains constant as the
actual amount of data transferred in offline migration remains
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Fig. 12: Overall downtime (a) and (b) average network RO per VM migration
with respect to the value of evacuation deadline.

the same. We show the plot starting from an evacuation
deadline of 70 seconds, in which all VMs are migrated (as
seen from Fig. 11(a)). Results show that between evacuation
deadlines of 70 and 90 seconds, the average RO increases
for Online B-min and Online RO-min. This is because both
approaches are migrating more VMs online and therefore
utilize more network resources for the migration. Starting
from an evacuation deadline of 90 seconds, i.e., the moment
after which all VMs are migrated online, the average RO
for Online RO-min slightly decreases for higher values of
evacuation deadline while it increases for Online B-min. This
is due to the fact that for longer evacuation deadlines, Online
RO-min is capable of assigning function points (Bmig ,Tmig)
that permit minimizing average network RO. This advantage
is achieved at the cost of a higher execution time due to
scheduling performed by Online RO-min. For Online B-min,
however, the average RO continues on increasing for higher
values of evacuation deadline. This is because Online B-min
assigns minimum bandwidth value possible for the online
migration even if it occupies more network resources due to
longer migration duration. As previously mentioned, Online B-
min does not perform scheduling and therefore, as we will see
in next section, saves on execution time. Finally, comparing
the resource occupation of online strategies to that of Offline,
results show that Online B-min and Online RO-min utilize
up to 40% and 15% more network resources, respectively.
This shows that there exist trade-off between minimizing the
downtime and network RO that, for Online RO-min, can be
considered acceptable. It is important to highlight that this
trade-off highly depends on the function-point curve of the
VMs, i.e., on the size and the dirtying rate of the VM. It
is worth noting, although we do not report fully detailed
numerical analysis, that the location of the DC in risk in the
network and the number of outgoing links of the DC has a
direct impact on the evacuation process. For instance, in the
case in which the location of DC in risk is central (e.g., if at
node 10 in Fig. 4), less time is eventually required to evacuate
all VMs and eliminate service downtime due to the more links
(and therefore paths) reaching the risky DC than in the case
in which the location of DC in risk is peripheral (e.g., if at
nodes 1 or 19). This behaviour could not be directly observed
in Figs. 8 and 9, where, for sake of conciseness, we have
reported only averaged results of multiple evaluations while
changing location of DC in risk in the network.
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C. Analysis on Execution Time

We investigate the impact of 1) number of VMs and
2) deadline on the execution time of each of the heuristic
approaches (Fig. 13). Fig. 13(a) shows the execution time (in
seconds) for the various approaches varying the number of
VMs from 500 to 2000 for an evacuation deadline of 200
seconds. Execution time increases progressively for greater
number of VMs for all approaches. In particular, Offline and
Online B-min show comparable and relatively low execution
time. Conversely, Online RO-min has a significantly higher
execution time in all cases. This is because Online RO-min
extensively performs scheduling to further minimize overall
network RO and therefore consumes more time whereas
Offline, which does not perform online migration, and Online
B-min, which does not perform scheduling, save significant
amount of time. Moreover, Fig. 13(b) shows the execution
time for the various approaches while varying the evacuation
deadline from 50 to 300 seconds for the case with 2000 VMs.
In Fig. 13(b) we also plot a straight dashed line representing
the Deadline. Results show that, for Online B-min and Online
RO-min, and for relatively low values of evacuation deadline,
the execution time exceeds the deadline, meaning that the
two online migration strategies cannot be considered. We
also notice that the difference of execution time of the three
approaches, in most of the cases, is significant and can directly
affect the decision on which strategy to use for VMs migration.
Moreover, the execution times of all approaches decrease as
the value of evacuation deadline increases. This is because
a larger evacuation deadline means that more data can be
evacuated, making it easier for the heuristic approaches to
provide a solution in less time. Note that it is possible to
estimate an upper bounds, or safe estimations, of the execution
time of a given instance by considering similar instances
with larger number of VMs that are known to require larger
execution time. For instance, consider the case with 1500
VMs with Online RO-min, which shows an execution time
of 40 seconds; In case a different problem instance with the
same characteristics but lower number of VMs, a 40-seconds
execution time can be considered an upper bound on the
execution time, and therefore a safe estimation Online RO-
min.

To clarify further this concept, we show an example of the
effect of execution time on the choice of the approach to use
in Tab. III considering 2000 VMs (each of size 10 Gbit and

dirtying rate 200 Mbps) and an alert of 200 seconds. First,
we see that each of the approaches has a different execution
time than the other approaches, 6 seconds for Offline, 3
seconds for Online B-min and 26 seconds for Online RO-
min. Consequently, each approach has a different amount of
time remaining to perform the migration (which we refer to
in the table as deadline representing the amount of time from
a solution is provided to perform VM migration until the time
disaster hits), 194 seconds for Offline, 197 seconds for Online
B-min and 173 seconds for Online RO-min. Comparing the
results obtained for the three approaches, we see that, on
one hand, Online RO-min migrated only 1702 out of 2000
(Objective 1), which rules it out from being the best approach
to consider in this case. On the other hand, both Offline and
Online B-min succeeded in migrating all 2000 VMs but Online
B-min results in a lower total downtime (1840 seconds) than
Offline (2000 seconds), making Online B-min the best choice
of approach in this case. Note that Objective 3 (minimize
overall network RO) is omitted in Tab. III as none of the
approaches was able to optimize Objective 2 (i.e., minimizing
downtime to zero).

D. Alert-Aware VM evacuation Tool: Results

This section discusses further results comparing the perfor-
mance of the heuristic approaches while taking their execution
time into consideration.

We test the alert-aware VM evacuation tool for a case
study of 2000 VMs with dirtying rates of 200 and 500 Mbps.
Tab. IV reports the estimated execution time of each of the
heuristic approaches, results obtained while considering the
execution time of each heuristic approach, and decision on
the most convenient approach to consider taken by the alert-
aware VM evacuation tool for several values of evacuation
deadline. For example, for an alert of 50 seconds, Offline
provided the best performance as it migrates all 2000 VMs
(while online approaches did not manage to migrate all VMs
due to longer execution time). For an alert of 100 seconds,
Online B-min provides the best performance as it migrates
all VMs from the DC in danger zone, whereas Online RO-
min migrates only 1945 VMs due to its longer execution time
(and hence shorter deadline). This particular case shows that a
lower execution time permits migrating all VMs. Conversely,
for alert of 200 and 400 seconds, Online RO-min provided the
best performance migrating all VMs, minimizing downtime
and minimizing average network RO.

VII. CONCLUSION

We formally introduced the problem of online VMs evac-
uation for alert-based disaster resiliency in an inter data
center network. The problem can be modeled as a routing,

Tab. III: Example of the effect of execution time on the performance of the
heuristic approaches for a case of 2000 VMs and alert time of 200 seconds.

Approach Execution
Time (sec) Deadline (sec) Outcome

Nr. VMs Evacuated Downtime
Offline 6 194 2000 2000

Online B-min 3 197 2000 1840
Online RO-min 26 173 1702 1702
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Tab. IV: Performances of the heuristic approaches and the decision of the alert-aware VM evacuation tool for different values of evacuation deadline.

Alert
(sec)

Offline Online B-min Online RO-min Most
Convenient
Approach

Alert-aware
VM evacuation

Decision
Estimated
Execution
Time (sec)

Time
Remaining

(sec)

VMs
Migrated

Downtime
(sec)

Average
RO

(Mbit)

Estimated
Execution
Time (sec)

Actual
Deadline

(sec)

VMs
Migrated

Downtime
(sec)

Average
RO

(Mbit)

Estimated
Execution
Time (sec)

Actual
Deadline

(sec)

VMs
Migrated

Downtime
(sec)

Average
RO

(Mbit)
50 10 40 1500 1500 - 18 32 1200 1200 - 26 24 732 732 - Offline Offline

100 7 93 2000 2000 - 15 85 2000 1878 - 25 75 1945 1945 - Online
B-min

Online
B-min

200 5 195 2000 2000 - 5 195 2000 622 - 15 185 2000 451 - Online
RO-min

Online
RO-min

400 5 295 2000 2000 - 5 295 2000 0 112031 14 286 2000 0 60383 Online
RO-min

Online
RO-min

bandwidth and scheduling assignment problem for the VMs
migration from a DC located in a risky zone, i.e., in a zone
likely to be affected by a disaster, to other DCs in safe
locations. This migration must happen within an evacuation
deadline, with the objective of maximizing the number of
VMs migrated, minimizing overall downtime of VMs and
minimizing overall amount of network resource occupation
due to migration of VMs. For this problem, we proposed a
multi-objective ILP model and heuristic approaches, namely,
Online RO-min and Online B-min to solve it. We also com-
pare the proposed approaches with a baseline evacuation
approach, namely, Offline, where all VMs are migrated in
an offline manner, i.e., when maximum service downtime is
observed. First, we validate Online RO-min and Online B-min
comparing their performance to that of the ILP model and
then perform evaluations on larger instances of the problem.
Results show that, given the size of the VMs, the dirtying
rate, the time available and the network capacity available,
there exist thresholds on minimum amount of time required
to 1) evacuate all VMs and 2) evacuate all VMs online,
thus eliminating service downtime. Results also show that
there exists a trade-off between eliminating service downtime
and network resource occupation, which highly depends on
number of VMs and their dirtying rate. In addition, due to
the importance of execution time for the problem at hand,
we investigated the execution time of each of the proposed
approaches in different network scenarios. Evaluations show
that i) the proposed approaches have significantly different
execution times of which for Online RO-min in some cases is
higher than the evacuation deadline and ii) the execution time
can greatly affect the performance of an approach. To tackle
this issue, we developed a tool, referred to as Alert-Aware VM
evacuation, that selects the most convenient approach, among
the heuristic approaches, to consider in order to optimize the
objectives of the problem in a given case study.
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